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Phylostratigraphy suggests that new genes are continually
born de novo from non-genic sequences, and the genes that
persist found new lineages, contributing to the adaptive
evolution of organisms. While recent evidence supports
the view that de novo gene birth is frequent andwidespread,
the mechanisms underlying this process are yet to be dis-
covered. Herewe hypothesize and examine a potential gen-
eral mechanism of gene birth driven by the accumulation of
beneficial mutations at non-genic loci. To demonstrate this
possibility, wemodel thismechanismwithin the boundaries
set by current knowledge on mutation effects. Estimates
from this analysis are in line with observations of recurrent
and extensive gene birth in genomics studies. Thus, we pro-
pose that, rather than being inactive and silent, non-genic
regions are likely to be dynamic storehouses of potential
genes.
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Introduction

Broadly, a gene is defined as a sequence in the genome
which yields phenotypic traits through regulatory inter-
actions of its products with other genes and the envi-
ronment [1]. For long, the answer to the question of ori-
gin of genes was taken for granted; it was believed that

a basic set of ‘founder genes’, numbering some thou-
sands, originated a long time ago, and all new genes are
exclusively derived from these founder genes. In con-
trast to this ‘genes come from genes’ picture, genomic
evidence indicates that 10-30% of all genes across eu-
karyotic genomes are orphan genes, for which no ho-
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2 Mani and Tlusty
mology can be detected with any established conserved
genes [2]. While it is possible that orphan genes are prod-
ucts of duplication and rapid divergence of conserved
genes, recent studies indicate that most orphan genes
are likely to be generated de novo , starting from previ-
ously non-genic sequences [3]. Moreover, phylostratig-
raphy suggests that such new genes are generated con-
tinuously [2]. Much of our current understanding of the
rates and extent of de novo gene birth comes from ge-
nomics studies. But to understand the general mecha-
nisms underlying the process, there is a need for inde-
pendent theoretical models that build upon basic evolu-
tionary processes. In this work, we propose one such
basic mechanism — de novo gene birth through the ac-
cumulation of beneficial mutations— and demonstrate it
using a simple mathematical model.
Known de novo genes display some intriguing patterns:
new genes are born preferably in genomic regions with
high GC content and near meiotic hot spots. In animals,
new genes are more likely to be expressed in the brain
and testis [4]. Interestingly, these cells and genomic re-
gions are also especially prone to pervasive, leaky tran-
scription [5]. These observations point to a possible
mechanism of gene birth [6]— non-genic loci, made visi-
ble to natural selection by pervasive expression, can be
driven to evolve adaptively and gain new functions and
thereby lead to de novo gene birth [7].
Two simple studies, taken together, lend support to such
a mechanism: first, random sequences can gain func-
tionality, provided they are consistently expressed [8].
And second, it was demonstrated that new promoters
could easily evolve in E. coli [9]. These studies highlight
the possibility that non-genic sequences can, in stages,
gain the hallmarks of genes: regulated expression and
functionality.
We draw on these observations and further propose
that gene birth can be understood as an inevitable con-
sequence of adaptive evolution of non-genic sequences.
To illustrate this, we present a blueprint for a minimal
model of gene birth that uses characteristics of spon-
taneous mutations, the simplest units of adaptive evo-

lution, as its building blocks. Specifically, we consider
the process by which a locus that initially provides very
low fitness advantage, corresponding to leaky expres-
sion, starts to accumulate beneficial mutations. We con-
jecture that this process reflects the early stages of de
novo gene birth.
In the model, we define both genes and mutations in
a coarse-grained manner, purely in terms of their fit-
ness contributions. Practically, genes can be defined at
many levels; genes are currently described as conserved
genomic sequences that produce functional products.
Function and regulated expression are fundamental hall-
marks of a gene, and gene birth is essentially the process
of concerted evolution of these aspects. But the dearth
of quantitative data that describe the evolution of ex-
pression levels and potential functionality of non-genic
sequences constrains us to employing an abstract defi-
nition of genes. Nevertheless, this simplification allows
us to leverage currently available data to produce bio-
logically reasonable estimates.
Similarly, we describe mutations also in terms of their
fitness effects. Experimentally, fitness effects of spon-
taneous mutations are assessed through mutation ac-
cumulation studies. These studies directly [10], or indi-
rectly [11] allow inference of the fitness effects of single
mutations, thereby yielding a distribution of fitness ef-
fects (DFE). The key assumption of our model is that
the DFE of small loci (100-1,000 base pairs) are similar
in form to the DFE across the whole genome, which
is the quantity measured in mutation accumulation ex-
periments. In particular, we assume that the DFE of
loci that start out as non-genic and are evolving adap-
tively, can be captured using the same parameters that
are used to describe the DFE of whole genomes. These
assumptions are supported by observations in [11], that
the DFE of specific regions of the genome, such as ex-
ons, introns or intergenic sequences, are similar to each
other and to the DFE of the whole genome. Now in gen-
eral, the DFE is known to differ across different regions
of the genome [12], and across different species [13]. We
accommodate this diversity by sampling a wide range of
DFEs, which differ in the frequency and size of benefi-
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cial and deleterious mutations, and also in the shape of
the distribution, to assess the conditions under which
spontaneous mutations can lead to gene birth.
Our simple analysis indicates that gene birth should be
highly likely for a wide range of DFEs, given a time frame
ofmillions of years. Especially, we find that the presence
of rare, large-effect mutations can potentially compen-
sate for beneficial mutations being small and infrequent
on average. We also tested the more realistic scenario
where the DFE of a genomic locus fluctuates over long
periods of time; under these conditions, gene birth be-
comes virtually inevitable.
Thus, we propose the intriguing hypothesis that de
novo gene birth through the adaptive evolution of non-
genic sequences is practically unavoidable. We also dis-
cuss experiments to test the consequences of this hy-
pothesis. We anticipate that in the future, experiments
would characterize not only the fitness effects of muta-
tions, but also distinguish between their effect on ex-
pression level of loci and functionality of expression
products. Such data should inform more detailed mod-
els that capture the essence of genes, and therefore of
the process of de novo gene birth.

An adaptive model of gene birth

We use the Wright-Fisher framework to model well-
mixed populations of fixed size N , composed of asexu-
ally reproducing haploid individuals. For each individual
i , we consider the fitness contribution Fi of a single lo-
cus in its genome. Here, fitness represents exponential
growth rate, which is equivalent to the quantities con-
sidered in experiments that measured DFEs (e.g., [11]).
Since our definition of genes is not tied to any specific
function, we describe a locus as genic if it consistently
contributes a fitness advantage above a predetermined
genic threshold and non-genic otherwise.
Traditionally, the Wright-Fisher model is used to study
the evolution of pre-existing genes; here we apply the
model to non-genic loci and test the predictions itmakes
for de novo gene birth. Initially, the distribution of Fi is

centered around 0 and any small fitness effect is due to
leaky expression. In each subsequent time-step t + 1,
the population is composed entirely of the offspring of
individuals in the current time-step t (Fig1(A)). The prob-
ability that an individual leaves an offspring is propor-
tional to the fitness Fi of the locus, and individuals with
Fi ≤ −1 cannot produce offspring.
Additionally, offspring in the model incur mutations.
This sets the timescale of the model according to the
mutation rate of the organism: a time-step in the model
is roughly the time it takes for a mutation to occur in the
locus. For a locus of∼100 base pairs, a singlemodel time-
step can range between 100−100,000 years for different
organisms (Fig1(B), see also FigS3).
The fitness effects ofmutations are drawn from the char-
acteristic DFE for the locus (Fig1(C)). Multiple studies
indicate that long-tails are important features of DFEs,
and the gamma distribution is a general form which
can describe such long-tailed distributions [14]. There-
fore, we choose to follow [11], and represent DFEs as
two-sided gamma distributions, and characterize them
using four parameters: (i) average effect of beneficial
mutations p , (ii) fraction of beneficial mutations f , (iii)
average effect of deleterious mutations n , and (iv) the
shape parameter s , where distributions with lower s
are more long-tailed. Note that, although experimen-
tal studies report DFEs across the whole genome, here
we assume that the characteristics of the DFE of sin-
gle loci are similar. The model describes the mutation
types included in [11], which were single-nucleotide mu-
tations and short indels (insertions or deletions of av-
erage length ≤ 10 bp) [15]. We account for differences
in DFEs across species and locations on the genome by
sampling across biologically reasonable values of these
four parameters p, f , n, s (see Surveying the space of
DFEs in populations of various sizes). In all, we survey
225 parameter sets, and run 100 replicate populations
for each set of DFE parameters.
We update populations for 2,500 time-steps, equivalent
to 0.2-200million years, depending on the organism and
size of the locus (see Method to update population fit-
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F IGURE 1 Time-scale and fitness effects of mutations in the model. (A) Phylogenetic tree representing the
evolution of the non-genic locus into a de novo gene. Time steps t count the generations in the model, which
represent the average time for a mutation to occur in the locus. The grey dot at t = 0 represents the initial non-genic
sequence. Grey branches represent lineages that die out, and colored branches represent the lineage that gets fixes
in the population. Fitness levels of colored branches in the fixed lineage are indicated in the color bar; the fitness
level corresponding to non-genic sequences and to the genic threshold are outlined as the grey and blue box
respectively. The blue dot at t = n represents the most recent common ancestor of all surviving lineages whose
fitness contribution is above the genic threshold. In the model, gene birth is said to have occurred at time step t = n .
(B) Estimates of the number of years equivalent to a single time-step of the model in the different species listed on
the x-axis. See FigS1 for calculations. (C) Distribution of fitness effects (DFE) for different model parameters. The
top panel represents the DFE with the most deleterious and least beneficial mutations. The bottom panel represents
the DFE with the most beneficial and least deleterious mutations sampled in this work. The middle panel represents
the DFE with parameters closest to those reported in [11]. Values of parameters used to construct these DFEs are
given alongside each histogram.
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ness for finite populations). In finite populations, we can
trace the ancestry of each locus in each individual (see
Tracing ancestry and finding the fitness of the fixed mu-
tation), which allows us to track fixation events: a mutant
is said to have fixed in the population if the ancestry of all
individuals at some time-step t can be traced back to a
single individual at some previous time-step t − tfix. Dur-
ing the course of a simulation, populations undergo mul-
tiple fixation events. We say that de novo gene birth oc-
curs when the most recent mutant that gets fixed in the
population is fitter than the predetermined genic thresh-
old (Fig1(A)). For infinite populations, we model the evo-
lution of the locus as a stochastic process (see Method
to update population fitness for infinite populations). In
this case, we say that gene birth occurs when the aver-
age fitness of the population is greater than the genic
threshold.
We verified that the model dynamics conform qualita-
tively with known results from the population genetics
literature. For example, it is well-known that small pop-
ulations are generally subject to stronger genetic drift,
whichmakes it harder for fitter mutants to fix ( [16], chap-
ter 2). Consistently, in our simulations of populations
of size N = 100, 1,000 and 5,000, the probability of fixa-
tion of fitter de novo mutants that arise in smaller popu-
lations is lower (Table.1(row1), FigS2(A), FigS3(A)). Addi-
tionally, mathematical models of theMoran process indi-
cate that fitter mutants have a lower fixation probability
and a shorter fixation time in smaller populations [17]. In
our model, across all fixation events, the mean fitness
difference between the current fixed mutation and the
previously fixed mutation tends to be much higher in
larger populations (FigS2(B), FigS3(B)). And fixation oc-
curs much faster in N = 100 populations (Table.1(row2),
FigS2(C), FigS3(C) ).
In the following, we project these known results to the
problem of gene birth, and derive expected bounds for
the time scale and frequency of de novo gene birth.

TABLE 1 Dynamics of fixation of beneficial
mutations in finite populations. (Row1) The fraction of
systems in which a fitter mutant fixed in the population
at least 75% of the time across 2,500 time-steps.
(Row2) The average of mean-fixation time across 2,500
time-steps.

N=100 N=1000 N=5000
Fraction of systems
where a fitter mu-
tant fixed at least
75% of the time

0.57 0.70 0.77

Mean time-steps to
fixation 104.2 226.2 296.4

Predictions from the adaptive model

| Most of the genome is fertile ground

The parameters encoding different DFE represent the
variety of different genomic regions across different
species. We find that amajority of parameters in our sur-
vey are conducive to gene birth (Fig2(A), FigS4): across
N = 100, 1,000 populations, 60.9% and 72.4%, respec-
tively, of all parameters led to gene birth in all 100 repli-
cate systems. Thus, our model suggests that gene birth
due to spontaneousmutations should be a universal pro-
cess.
Qualitatively, dynamics of gene birth in the model con-
cur with results on fixation dynamics of beneficial mu-
tations (Table.1): gene birth is more prevalent in larger
populations (Table.2 (row1)), and all parameters that al-
low gene birth in a small population also allow it in larger
populations. Also, in finite populations, when gene
birth occurred, it was faster in smaller populations (Ta-
ble.2(row2), Fig3, FigS4). We anticipate that the actual
rate of gene birth in different organisms should scale ac-
cording to features such as its generation time and mu-
tation rate (Fig1(B), FigS1).
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F IGURE 2 Probability of gene birth. (A) The fraction of replicate systems at different parameter values that
achieve gene birth. See also FigS4. (B,C) Trade-off between the shape parameter, s (B) size of beneficial mutations, p
and (C) the frequency of beneficial mutations, f . We show results here for populations of size N = 1,000. See FigS5
for N = 100,∞. In the heatmaps, rows indicate values of the shape parameter and columns indicate values of
parameters p and f , respectively. Colors indicate the fractions of systems with gene birth as shown in the colorbar.
See FigS6 for effect of parameters on gene birth probability in populations of different sizes.

TABLE 2 Dynamics of gene birth for a genic
threshold of 0.1. (Row1) The fraction of parameters
out of 225 in which gene birth was observed. For finite
populations, this is the number of parameters where
gene birth occurred in at least one out of 100 replicate
populations. (Row2) Average time to gene birth.

N=100 N=1000 N=∞
Parameters with ob-
served gene birth 68.0% 76.9% 96.4%
Mean time-steps to
gene birth 380.7 452.4 357.7

| Rare, large beneficial mutations suffice
for gene birth

Reasonably, gene birth in the model was more likely
when the frequency f and average size p of beneficial
mutations are higher, and the size of deleterious muta-
tions n is lower (FigS6). In addition, we find that the
shape parameter s plays a crucial role: gene birth oc-
curred even in populations with small values of param-
eters f and p , provided the DFE of mutations is long-
tailed (i.e., small values of s ) (Fig2(B,C), see also FigS5).
This suggests that large-effect beneficial mutations are
sufficient for gene birth, even when they are rare.

| Gene birth is practically inevitable under
DFE fluctuations

The DFE of a genomic locus is unlikely to remain the
same over periods of millions of years that we simulate
here. Broadly, there are three ways in which the DFE
shifts in nature:

• Over relatively short periods of time, and under fairly
constant environments, organisms experience ‘diminish-
ing returns epistasis’, whereby the fitness gains due to
beneficial mutations are smaller in relatively fit individu-
als than unfit individuals. Therefore, diminishing returns
epistasis is likely to lead to decreased fitness gains along
adaptive trajectories [18]. In terms of the model, this
would look like the DFE parameter p reducing over time
as fitter mutants undergo fixation in populations.
• Over longer periods, environmental changes could
lead to DFE variations due to changes in the magnitude
of mutation effects, maybe even switching the sign of
some mutations from beneficial to deleterious and vice-
versa [19].
• The DFE can also change because of changes in fre-
quencies of different types of mutations, such as transi-
tions or transversions. This can happen when there is a
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shift in mutational biases, such as in mutator strains in
E. coli [10].

Here, we test how fluctuations in the DFE could effect
gene birth. We model DFE fluctuations by allowing one
of the parameters of the DFE to shift to a neighbouring
value at each time-step. For each initial parameter set,
we run 10 replicate populations.
Now, the time-scale of each step in our model being
of the order of hundreds to thousands of years, we
do not expect the short-term effects of diminishing re-
turns epistasis to persistently affect gene birth. Among
the long-term fluctuations, we anticipate that environ-
mental changes affect not only the DFE of new muta-
tions, but also fitness contributions of preexisting genes.
Such considerations are beyond the scope of the current
model. Thus, the fluctuations we test here best repre-
sent shifts in mutational biases, which are expected to
only affect the DFE of new mutations.
Studies indicate that shifts in mutational bias generally
increase the rate of beneficial mutations [10]. But we
allow fluctuations that decrease beneficial mutations;
these potentially represent depletion of easily accessi-
ble beneficial mutations when the same mutational bias
operates over long periods.
We find that allowing DFE parameters to fluctuate
makes gene birth almost inevitable in systems of all pop-
ulation sizes tested, and regardless of initial parameters.
In Fig3 (A,B,C), the grey points represent parameter val-
ues that did not lead to gene birth in any replicate popu-
lation with static DFE. But under fluctuating DFE, gene
birth occurs in all populations. For a large proportion of
parameters, gene birth was faster, and gene birth times
fall in a narrow range under fluctuating DFE (Fig3, see
also FigS7).
To understand this high probability of gene birth, we no-
tice that although each time-step involves only a small
change in DFE parameters, this scheme of fluctuations
uniformly samples all available DFEs. Over the 2,500
time-steps of the simulation, irrespective of initial pa-

rameters, almost all parameters are visited at least once
(FigS8,9). Given that most DFEs are already highly con-
ducive to gene birth (Fig2(A)), fluctuations in DFE allow
all populations to spend substantial amounts of time in
highly permissive parameters.
This in turn implies that gene birth depends on the du-
ration a population spends in parameters conducive to
gene birth, and is robust to the history of succession of
these parameters. In other words, these systems are ef-
fectively equivalent irrespective of initial parameter val-
ues, thus also explaining the narrow distribution of time
to gene birth.
Altogether, our analysis of the evolutionarily plausible
scenario where the DFE of loci is allowed to change
over time bolsters the view that de novo gene birth is
a widespread process.

Discussion

The study of de novo genes draws attention to problems
with our very conception of genes [1]. It is increasingly
apparent that organisms adapt not only by optimizing
preexisting genetic modules to environmental parame-
ters, but also through the invention of new genes, which
exist transiently [20]. How often genes are born de novo ,
the time-scale of gene birth, and the time for which they
persist, are therefore important questions that are fun-
damental to our understanding of adaptive evolution.
We use a simple mathematical model to specifically il-
lustrate the process by which beneficial mutations ac-
cumulate at non-genic loci and turn them into genes.
In our model, de novo gene birth is a prevalent process,
and particularly, rare, large-effect mutations play a ma-
jor role in facilitating gene birth. Depending on the or-
ganism, a simulation of the model lasts for on the order
of 105-106 years, and gene birth is highly likely within
this time frame for a large range of parameters. Thus,
our results lead us to put forth the hypothesis that that
de novo gene birth is an unavoidable consequence of the
constant adaptive evolution of non-genic loci.
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F IGURE 3 Scatter plots comparing gene birth time in systems with static vs. fluctuating DFE. For each point,
the parameters for the static DFE and the initial parameters for fluctuating DFE are the same. The x-axis represents
average time of gene birth across 100 replicate systems with static DFE, and the y-axis represents the average time
of gene birth across 10 replicate systems when the DFE fluctuates, for (A) N = 100, (B) N = 1,000, and (C) N = ∞. The
grey points that accumulate at x = 2,500 represent parameter values at which gene birth did not occur in static DFE
systems. See also FigS7,8,9

Here, we use a coarse-grained definition of a gene, rep-
resented only by its fitness contribution. While this ap-
proach is immensely simple, it comes with trade-offs;
firstly, birth of specific types of genes, such as anti-
freeze proteins [21] or miRNA [22], might display very dif-
ferent dynamics. Particularly, emergence of function in
protein coding de novo genes is very likely linked to the
evolution of structural features [23]. Whereas the model
is agnostic to the molecular mechanisms by which func-
tionality is achieved.
On the other hand, this feature of the model is also use-
ful, because in reality it is difficult to identify the emerg-
ing function of a de novo gene a priori, since we cannot
envision what new factor in its environment the organ-
ism is next going to leverage. That is, new genes and
their functions can only be identifiedwith certainty post
their establishment. But the evolutionary history ofwell-
known de novo genes [21], and genomic studies that iden-
tify ‘proto-genes’ [24] indicate that the fitness contribu-
tion of new genes is built up gradually. In this scenario,
this framework allows a glimpse into the dynamics of
gene birth irrespective of the exact function of the new
gene.
Secondly, our model cannot capture non-adaptive as-
pects of genome evolution. For example, we cannot test
here the role of pre-adaptation: a non-adaptive process
that leads to sequences evolving away from harmful

phenotypes, but does not prescribe whether and how
sequences gain new functions [25,26].
Nevertheless, the present framework allows us to base
our assumptions onmultitudes of experiments thatmea-
sure organismal fitness in terms of an easily accessible,
universal quantity: the relative growth rate. Numer-
ous studies measure the effect of mutations on organ-
ismal fitness in terms of the DFE, which allows us to
investigate the contribution of spontaneous mutations
towards gene birth.
We use the DFE as a one-dimensional proxy for the
various properties of genomic loci where de novo gene
birth is observed, such as high GC content, presence
of bidirectional promoters, and presence of meiotic
hotspots [4]. For example, we imagine that at transcrip-
tionally permissive genomic sequences, such as bidirec-
tional promoters and nucleosome-freemeiotic hotspots,
any mutations are more likely to be expressed, and
therefore are more likely to display DFE with higher
values of p and n parameters. Moreover, the fitness
contribution of any one locus necessarily depends on
the cellular context through its interactions with other
genes [27]. In this sense, the DFE also subsumes proper-
ties of the gene interaction network.
Ideally, a model of gene birth would describe the evolu-
tion of both expression level and functionality. In this
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sense, currently available DFE measurements are lim-
ited in that they do not disentangle the contributions to
a mutation’s fitness effect due to changes in expression
level versus changes in adaptive value. Such data would
yield important insights into the dynamics of gene birth.
For example, the birth of the de novo gene poldi in the
housemouse is attributedmostly to mutations in regula-
tory regions that led to increased expression [28]. More
generally, the availability of such data could help resolve
whether the prevalent mode of birth of protein coding
de novo genes is ‘expression first’, where loci are perva-
sively expressed and evolve functional features subse-
quently, or ‘ORF first’ 1, where loci that already possess
ORFs gain expression [29].
The present results provoke a natural question: why
do we not see many more de novo genes? While gene
birth is likely to be a frequent and continuous process,
the number of genes in a species is observed to remain
fairly constant [29]. One reason for this apparent dis-
crepancy is that recently emerged genes, typically with
low expression levels, are much more likely to die than
older genes, that are consistently expressed [22,20]. A
second reason is the inability of current techniques to re-
liably detect de novo genes: new genes differ from estab-
lished genes in sequence properties, such as length, dis-
ordered regions etc. [6]. Therefore, computational tools
that are used to identify de novo genes, which are based
on sequence properties learnt from established genes,
under-count new genes. Potentially, these discrepan-
cies could be resolved by replacing de novo gene iden-
tification methods that rely solely on sequence proper-
ties bymethods that measure their fitness contributions.
For example in [24], the fitness contributions of a cho-
sen set of newly emerging genes are measured under
conditions of gene disruption and over-expression. And
in [22], the fitness effect of ablating de novo genes was
measured to examine how new genes die. We envisage
that large-scale measurements that employ such tech-
niques and similar approaches could shed light on the

1Open Reading Frames (ORFs) are genomic sequences encoding a
sequence of amino acids uninterrupted by stop codons; all cellular
proteins are expressed from ORFs.

process of emergence of de novo genes.

Methods

0.1 | Surveying the space of DFEs in
populations of various sizes

We scan across DFEs with p =

[0.001, 0.002, 0.003, 0.004, 0.005], f = [0.25, 0.5, 0.75],
n = [0.001, 0.005, 0.01] and s = [0.1, 0.3, 0.6, 0.9, 1.2].
And we look at populations of sizes N = [100, 1000,∞].
For each parameter set, we simulate 100 replicate
systems with finite population sizes, and simulate once
for the infinite populations. In all, we look at 45,225
systems. We additionally look at fixation dynamics for
22,500 populations of size N = 5,000 (100 replicates
across all parameter values). All codes used to generate
and analyze data are written in Python3.6.

0.2 | Method to update population
fitness for finite populations

For a population of size N , fitness of individuals at time-
step t are stored the vector Ft ∈ ÒN×1, where the fit-
ness of some individual i is Ft (i ) . Now, only individuals
with fitness > −1 are viable, and capable of producing
progeny.
Individuals in the current population that produce
progeny are chosen on the basis of their relative fitness.
Let minfitt be the minimum fitness among viable individ-
uals in Ft .
We define allfitt =

∑
j (1 + Ft (j ) −minfitt ) , for j such

that Ft (j ) > −1. The normalized relative fitness of in-
dividuals is then given by relfitt ∈ [0, 1]NX 1, where

relfitt (i ) =
1 + Ft (i ) −minfitt

allfitt
, [i s.t. Ft (i ) > −1

and, relfitt (i ) = 0, [i s.t. Ft (i ) ≤ −1

Let Anct+1 ∈ ÎNX 1 be the list of individuals chosen from
the current time-step t to leave progeny. In other words,
Anct+1 is the list of ancestors of the population at time-
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step t + 1. We define cumfitt as the cumulative sum of
relfitt , and Anct+1 (i ) = min ( {j | cumfitt (j ) ≥ U (0, 1) }) .
Here U (0, 1) is a uniform random number between 0
and 1. This method ensures that the probability of
choosing an individual is proportional to its fitness.
Progeny of the current population incur mutations. The
values of fitness effects of mutations incurred by each
individual at time-step t is stored inmutt ∈ ÒN×1, where

mutt (i ) = Γ (
s,
p

s

)
⇐⇒ Ber(f ) > 0 ,

and, mutt (i ) = Γ (
s,
n

s

)
⇐⇒ Ber(f ) = 0 .

Here Γ (κ, θ) represents a number drawn from the
gamma distribution with shape parameter κ and scale
parameter θ, and Ber(p) is the Bernoulli random vari-
able which equals 1 with probability p . The updated fit-
ness levels of the population is then given by Ft+1 (i ) =
Ft (Anct+1 (i )) +mutt (i ) .

0.3 | Tracing ancestry and finding the
fitness of the fixed mutation

In order to find the fitness value of the mutant fixed in
the population at time-step t , we start with the list of
ancestors of individuals Anct at time-step t .
Let Xt = {i , [i ∈ Anct } be the set of unique ances-
tor identities. We then recursively find Xt−n = {i , [i ∈
{Anct−n (j ), [j ∈ Xt−n+1 }} as the set of unique ances-
tor identities for n = 1, 2, 3...t0, where Xt−t0 is the first
singleton set encountered. This set contains a single in-
dividual at time-step t−t0−1, whosemutations are inher-
ited by every individual at time-step t . And the fitness
value of the mutant fixed in the population at time-step
t is then Ft−t0−1 (i ), where i ∈ Xt−t0.

0.4 | Method to update population
fitness for infinite populations

In order to look at the evolution of fitness in infi-
nite populations, we fix a reasonable bound, Fmax >>
genic-threshold, on the maximum value of fitness, and
use Fmin = −Fmax as the minimum value of fitness. We

also discretize the fitness values into levels F i separated
by intervals of size δ , such that F i+1 − F i = δ .
Let mut(i → j ) be the probability density of a mutation
of effect size F j − F i , where

mut(i → j ) = f · Pr [
Γ

( p
s
, s

)
= F j − F i

]
, if F j > F i

mut(i → j ) = (1 − f ) · Pr [
Γ

( n
s
, s

)
= F i − F j

]
, if F i > F j

The evolution of population fitness is then described by
a transition matrixT , where

T (i , j ) = mut(i → j )∑Fmax
k=−Fmax mut(i → k )

, for F i > −1

and, T (i , j ) = 0, for F i ≤ −1

Let the probability of occupancy of any fitness value F j
at time-step t be P jt . Here, relative fitness levels can be
calculated as relfiti = 1 − F i − Fmin. Then,

P
j
t+1 =

∑Fmax
i=−Fmax

(
P it · relfiti ·T (i , j )

)
∑Fmax
i=−Fmax

(
P it · relfiti

) .
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F IGS 1 Estimates of one model time-step in various species. The following references were used to obtain
mutation rates: [30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39]. And the following references were used for generation
times: [40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48]. Most references give a range of values or multiple values of mutation rates and
generation times depending on the culture conditions used. In such cases, we picked the average reported value at a
single culture condition that is consistent between the studies reporting mutation rate and generation time in any
one organism. The model time-step calculated in column 3 is the time it takes for 1 mutation to occur in a locus of
100 bp.

F IGS 2 Scatter plots comparing fixation dynamics in N = 100 and 1,000 populations. For each population size,
22,500 systems were analysed across all parameter values. For each point, the x-coordinate represents an N = 100
and the y-coordinate represents an N= 1,000 population that have the same parameter values. (A) Fraction of times
fixation of fitter mutant occurred, (B) mean fitness difference between current and previous fixed mutant,
〈∆Ffix 〉 = 〈F i+1fix − F ifix 〉, where F ifix is the fitness of the i th mutant that fixed in the population, and (C) mean fixation
time across 2,500 time steps.
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F IGS 3 Scatter plots comparing fixation dynamics in N = 1000 and 5000 populations. For each population size,
22,500 systems were analysed across all parameter values. The x and y value for each point represents (A) Fraction
of times fixation of fitter mutant occurred, (B) mean fitness difference between current and previous fixed mutant,
(C) Mean fixation time across 2500 time steps, for an N = 1000 and an N = 5000 systems that have equal parameter
values

F IGS 4 In (A,B,C) the x-axis represents time-steps and the y-axis represents the fraction of parameters tested for
which gene birth occurred at least in 1 of the 100 replicate populations tested. Population sizes: (A) N=100, (B)
N=1000, (C) infinite population.
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F IGS 5 Trade-off between the shape parameter and frequency and size of beneficial mutations. We show results
here for populations of sizes (A,B) N = 100 and (C,D) N = inf. In the heatmaps of rows indicate values of the shape
parameter, columns indicate values of (A,C) fraction of beneficial mutation f, (B,D) mean size of beneficial mutations
p. Colors indicate the fractions of systems with gene birth as indicated by the colorbar.
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F IGS 6 Effect of model parameters on gene birth probability. Each row contains histograms for parameter values
at which first row: no gene birth occurred in any population, second row: gene birth occurred in all 100 replicates only
in N = inf populations, third row: gene birth occurred in all 100 replicates only in N = 1000 and N = inf populations,
fourth row: gene birth occurred in all 100 replicates across all N = 100, 1000, inf. Columns correspond to different
parameters, first column: f, second column: p, third column: s, fourth column: n

F IGS 7 All parameters lead to gene birth within 2500 time-steps under the fluctuating DFE regime. In (A,B,C) the
x-axis represents time-steps and the y-axis represents the fraction of parameters tested for which gene birth
occurred at least in 1 of the 100 replicate populations tested. Population sizes: (A) N=100, (B) N=1000, (C) infinite
population.
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F IGS 8 Scatter plots for initial and final values of parameters under fluctuating DFE regime. Each point
represents a distinct N = 1000 population. 2250 systems were analysed for this figure. Noise has been added to
make the density of points more apparent. (A) fraction of beneficial mutations f, (B) mean size of beneficial
mutations p, (C) mean size of deleterious mutations n, (D) shape parameter s

F IGS 9 Histograms for number of distinct parameters visited by populations under the fluctuating DFE regime.
2250 systems were analysed for each histogram. (A) N = 100, (B) N = 1000
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